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ABSTRACT 

Heart is the main organ in the body. In this fast and busy life people eat what they want and diagnosis 

themselves. As a result they get sick and it results into heart failure. Recently Medical research 

literature shows that there is much interest from the scientific researchers in implementing the human 

intelligence in health care industry. Various techniques can be implemented like ANN, fuzzy logic, 

Naïve Bayes, decision support for the prediction of heart disease. A review of the prediction system 

implemented with these techniques has been presented in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The human heart is a compound body organ that pumps nearly 5l of blood in the body providing 

the human body with renewed materials [1].Recently Medical research literature shows that there 

is much interest from the scientific researchers in implementing the human intelligence, in health 

care industry. The human heart operation is complex and any failure is very risky to human lives. 

Therefore, heart diagnose systems has been a main concern to the scientific researchers in the 

recent days [2]. Various techniques have been proven to be effective in the diagnosis systems 

[3]. Physician intuition and experience are not always enough to attain high quality medical 

results. So, Medical errors and unwanted results are reasons for a need for innovative computer-

based diagnosis systems, which in turns reduce medical fatal errors, increase patient safety and 

save lives. In this paper a review of the prediction system for heart disease implemented with 

various techniques has been given. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Applying Advanced NN-based Decision Support Scheme for Heart Diseases Diagnosis,2012 

Sameh Ghwanmeh has used NN based decision support system for prediction of heart disease. 

The ANN decision support system is composed of two parts: hardware and GUI software. The 

hardware is constructed to represent the pattern recognition sensor to collect heart sounds. Since 

the collected sound by stethoscope is low amplitude level, a microphone capsule is inserted 

between the stethoscope and the PCI sound card interface to amplify the sound waves fed by the 

stethoscope [5]. The GUI software part is implemented using Matlab and NN toolbox.He 

collected the data from two different sources. The first source is provided by the Jordanian Royal 

Medical Services. While the second source is the recorded samples directly provided from the 

patient tested on the proposed system. The Matlab FFT function is used to extract the main 

features of the sound.For training of NN, three NNs are built: mitral stenosis disease NN, 

ventricular septal defect disease NN and aortic stenosis disease NN. A series of experiments with 

different samples of data have been conducted to measure the effectiveness and accurateness of 

the proposed system. For the correctness of the knowledge base and outputs, NN are trained 

repeatedly and its parameters are modified where is needed. Results show that accurate outputs, 

with 98% classification accuracy, are resulted with the trained samples, while, the system 

produces acceptable results for non-trained samples, with 92% classification accuracy. 

Decision Support in Heart Disease Prediction System using Naive Bayes,2011 

Mrs.G.Subbalakshmi, Mr. K. Ramesh, Mr. M. Chinna Rao has developed a Decision Support in 

Heart Disease Prediction System (DSHDPS) using data mining modeling technique, namely, 

Naïve Bayes to discover the relationship between variables in data in healthcare industry. It is 

implemented as web based questionnaire application [4]. It can serve a training tool to train 

nurses and medical students to diagnose patients with heart disease. 
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Intelligent Heart Disease Prediction System (IHDPS),2008  

Sellappan Palaniappan et al proposed a model that was built with the aid of data mining 

techniques like Naïve Bayes,Decision Trees,  and Neural Network was proposed. It facilitated 

the establishment of vital knowledge, e.g. patterns, relationships among variables amid medical 

factors connected with heart disease. IHDPS is web-based, scalable, reliable,user-friendly,and 

expandable[7] 

Decision Support in Heart Disease Prediction System Using Neural Network (DSHDPS),2007 

 Niti Guru et al proposed the prediction of various disease like Sugar , Heart disease, Blood 

Pressure with the use of neural networks. The Neural Network is tested and trained with 13 input 

variables such as smoke, Age, obesity, Blood Pressure, Angiography’s report and the like. 

Training was carried out with the aid of back-propagation algorithm. The system identified the 

unknown data from comparisons with the trained data,whenever unknown data was fed by the 

doctors and generated a list of probable diseases that the patient is vulnerable to[10]. 

Improving Heart Disease Prediction Using Constrained Association Rule, 2008 

Carlos Ordonez proposed the problem of identifying constrained association rules for heart 

disease prediction was studied by [9]. The assessed data set encompassed medical records of 

people having heart disease with attributes for risk factors. Three constraints were introduced to 

decrease the number of patterns .They are as follows: 

1. The attributes have to appear on only one side of the rule. 

2. Separate the attributes into groups i.e. uninteresting groups. 

3. In a rule, there should be limited number of attributes. 

The result of this is two groups, either the presence or absence of heart disease. 

Intelligent and Effective Heart Attack Prediction System Using Data Mining and Artificial 

Neural Network, 2009 

Shantakumar B.Patil,Y.S.Kumaraswamy proposed a methodology for the extraction of 

significant patterns from the heart disease warehouses for heart attack prediction has been 

presented [8]. At start, the data warehouse is pre-processed so that it can be made suitable for the 

mining process. After the preprocessing gets over, the heart disease data warehouse is clustered 

with the aid of the K-means clustering algorithm, which will extract the data applicable to heart 

attack from the warehouse. As a result the frequent patterns applicable to heart disease are mined 

with the aid of the MAFIA (Maximal Frequent Item set Algorithm) algorithm from the data 

extracted. Apart this, the patterns vital to heart attack prediction are selected on basis of the 

computed significant weight age. The significant weight age is calculated for each frequent 
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pattern using the approach proposed. Then the patterns with significant weight age greater than a 

predefined threshold value are chosen. The neural network is strained with the selected 

significant patterns for the effective prediction of heart attack. Multi-layer Perception Neural 

Network with Back-propagation as the training algorithm. 

PREDICTION SYSTEM FOR HEART DISEASE USING NAIVE BAYES,2012 

Shadab Adam Pattekari and Asma Parveen proposed an Intelligent System using data mining 

modeling technique, namely, Naive Bayes[6]. It is implemented as web based application in this 

user answers the predefined questions. It retrieves hidden data from stored database and 

compares the user values with trained data set. It can answer complex queries for diagnosing 

heart disease and thus assist healthcare practitioners to make intelligent clinical decisions which 

traditional decision support systems cannot. By providing effective treatments, it also helps to 

reduce treatment costs. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the existing prediction system for heart disease are studied. This study showed that 

data mining techniques can be used efficiently to model and predict heart disease cases. Each 

technique is unique in its own way, which might be suitable for different applications. Heart 

disease is a fatal disease by its nature and misdiagnosis of this disease can cause serious, even 

life threatening complications such as cardiac arrest and death. The outcome of the prediction 

system  can be used as an assistant tool by cardiologists to help them to make more consistent 

diagnosis of heart disease. 
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